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129 Muscle Cards!
With 2014/376 cards/565 illus./box/Latin Nomenclature
Based on: Atlas of Anatomy
structures labeled numerically.
features a full-color illustration with key
your understanding of anatomy. Each card
This handy set of flash cards helps you perfect
Includes access to

NEW EDITIONS

Comprehensive Anatomy and Musculoskeletal System
2014/624 pp./3,031 illos./softcover

August 2015: Latin Nomenclature (hardcover)

Back and Internal Organs
2010/372 pp./362 color illos./softcover
Latin Nomenclature (hardcover)

Head and Neuroanatomy
2010/414 pp./382 color illos./softcover
Latin Nomenclature (hardcover)

Anatomy: An Essential Textbook
Ann M. Girao
FEATURES
- A streamlined, bullet point format to quickly
- 70 tables for quick review of crucial information
- Open access to 400 questions & answers and images for studies and self-testing
- Online access to 400 questions & answers and images for studies and self-testing

NEW EDITION

Anatomy for Dental Medicine
Second Edition
Edited by: Eric W. Baker
Based on the work of: Michael Schuenke, Erik Schulte, Udo Schumacher
Authors: Markus Voll, Karl Weisser
This new edition features expanded coverage of neuroanatomy along with complete chapters on embryology and “rest of body” anatomy, as well as twice as many clinical correlations than in the previous edition. Included, an appendix covering the anatomy of local anesthesia used by dentists on a daily basis.
2015/565 pp./2,112 illos./softcover

Illustrated Review Series
The perfect study tool for preparing for your courses or examinations.

NEW EDITION

Medical Biochemistry
Sankhavaram R. Panini
2015/640 pp/200 illos., incl. 768 color/softcover

NEW

Pharmacology Test Prep
1500 USMLE-Style Questions & Answers
Marion Sabin, Mary L. Thomas
The questions and answers in this book cover all the areas that are included in topic-based and organ system-based courses in the first two years of medical school. This book provides medical students with a thorough review of pharmacology concepts and is an excellent review book for those needing to brush up on pharmacology for their rotations.
2015/522 pp/31 illos./softcover

Essentials of Clinical Examination Handbook
Seventh Edition
Justin Hall, Katrina Piggott, Milana Vojvodic, Krill Zialevskiy
This edition includes updated and improved flow charts, mnemonics, illustrations, and clinical pearls, with a greater focus on evidence-based medicine across all topics. Each chapter has been edited by several specialists and reviewed by faculty experts at the University of Toronto. 2014/640 pp/315 illos./softcover

Dogs’ Topical Diagnosis in Neurology
Anatomy, Physiology, Signs, Symptoms
Fifth Edition
Mathias Baehr, Michael Frotscher
FEATURES of the FIFTH EDITION
- Enlarged page design with detailed anatomy, illustrations including CT and MRI images.
- Logical structure with color-coded section headings
- A wide range of study aids and clinical correlations
2012/344 pp/600 illustrations/softcover
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NEW
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